It was in surprising to receive the invitation letter from Europe Pediatrics Congress in 2007 to have me attend the CIPP Congress which would host in Nice, France 2008. At that time, I have just thought about Europe, then I have not been there before. In May 2008, it would be my first trip to be Europe and the first time to attend the Pediatrics Congress in Europe.

The invitation has led my medicine career to Europe, then, it shall build up from my many year honor and achievement. I am a doctor and scientist in high education with MD, Ph.D and Postdoctoral degree in Medicine since 1985 medical college, my special is in Emergency and Pulmonary Medicine, I am young investigator for medical projects and program, I have published about 100 first-authored articles and abstracts at journals and conferences with gave academic speeches in time, I have over 10 books published in China, the United States and the United Kingdom.[1,2,3,4]

I would have introduced some about CIPP Congress here for medicine development. International Congress of Pediatric Pulmonary (CIPP) is the Congress at European Union level original for Pediatrics Medicine, each year the hosted place is in one different nation area in Europe, till now it has hosted for near 20 years as I have attended that France, Spain, Belgian or Portugal has been the host nations to the special pediatrics conference over there.

The attendees for the CIPP faculty comprise leading specialists and researchers at high level in medicine from all parts of the world, bound by the common purpose of improving the management of our young patients, Uniquely, the faculty includes strong participation from the developing countries, offering a rare window of opportunity for the developed and developing world to learn from each other. Another unique aspect of the congress is a strong focus on the next generation of leaders, with a forum for young investigators to present their exciting work in unopposed sessions, and by attending three consecutive days those junior researchers can earn up to 24 continuing medical education (CME) credits.

I like the welcome letter from the, CIPP XVI President Professor Custovic Address in 2017 Lisbon Portugal, which was opened in the first page at the CIPP official website, I consider showing part of the letter here: We are excited to officially welcome you to Lisbon and the XVI international Congress of Pediatrics Pulmonary (CIPP). CIPP remains the only international meeting devoted exclusively to pediatric respiratory medicine, Over the period of more than two decades, CIPP has acquired excellent reputation among practicing pediatricians and clinical academics as the premiere forum for sharing the new information in all areas of pediatric pulmonary, and as a unique place for interactions between the clinical and academic communication. CIPP offers a number of interactions sessions, including research, presentation, clinical case discussions... and lung function courses. For Lisbon Congress 2017, we have continued our long-established and successful practice of having clinical and translational science session tracks covering all aspects respiratory diseases in childhood – look for the labels and key for various tracks inside the program.

Academic Conference is as a rites event in science to present working and accept supervised in societies and more wide area[1,4]. As usual in science, when investigation or data accumulation has gotten to a degree in value to presentation, some persons from institutes, universities and organizations will come together for a conference on the goal to discuss science and greet achievement, which lead the direction of
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development in the science future. More special for the CIPP Congress, which has hosted in developed nations, then it makes principle to lead Pediatrics in the world, special for the developing nations, more care on, and more worrying also here to discuss the topic to improve children healthy in the world.

I have attended times of American Conference, as ATS American Thoracic Society Conference, which has hosted annual in the United States of America for over through 110 years, I have shown my presentation in speech at its 100th ATS 2004 Orlando, I wrote the words to express: as being one of the largest conference, it brings to attendees as activated engine with its newer insights into the diagnosis and management of diseases and therapy. Then, there is no real special Pediatrics Conference in the United States while I live in America for near 20 years. Therefore, CIPP Congress in Europe hosted and original is more valuable in critical role to improve Pediatrics development in the world \(^{[4]}\).
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